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Succeed with a single, unified knowledge solution from LexisNexis®…
Greater than the sum of the parts

Whatever challenges you are facing today, LexisNexis empowers you with a single, integrated knowledge solution. Our tightly knit family of online, CD-ROM, and print products helps you answer questions faster, solve problems more confidently, stay on task, and keep moving forward. When you partner with LexisNexis, you will manage every step of your workflow with unparalleled ease, speed and efficiency, and help lead your organization to new levels of success.

Sign on and discover:

Primary Law

Statutes & Legislative History
- Delaware Business Statutes and Annotated Code
- Corporate Law Statutes from All Fifty States and the District of Columbia
- Model Business Corporations Act
- Full-Text Bills & Bill Tracking for All Fifty States

Cases
- Corporate Cases from All Fifty States
- Delaware and Federal Case Law Construing Delaware Corporation Law

SEC Materials
- SEC Releases
- No-Action, Interpretive & Exemptive Letters
- Administrative Decisions
- ALJ Initial Decisions

Current Awareness

Company Filings
- Business Filings for All Fifty States and the District of Columbia
- EDGARPlus® Database
- Pre-EDGAR® Filings
- Corporation Filings from 48 states

Company Information
- Disclosure® Online Database—US Public Company Profiles
- Worldscope—International Company Profiles
- Hoover’s Company Profiles & Capsules
- Standard & Poor’s Register of Corporations
- Directory of Corporate Affiliations
- Directory of Corporate Counsel

News & Developments
- Bloomberg®—Company News
- Business Week
- BuyOuts
- CNN Financial Network
- Crain’s New York Business
- The Daily Deal
- Financial Times (London)
- Forbes
- Fortune
- Harvard Business Review
- Inc.
- Los Angeles Times
- M&A Lawyer
- Mergerstat® M&A Database
- The New York Times
- Time
- U.S. News & World Report
Expert Analysis

Treatises & Guides
- Business Organizations with Tax Planning
- Business Law Monographs
- PLI’s Corporate Law & Practice
- Corporate Acquisitions and Mergers
- Delaware Corporation Law and Practice
- Corporate and Commercial Practice in the Delaware Court of Chancery
- Organizing Corporate and Other Business Enterprises
- Liability of Corporate Officers and Directors
- Franchising
- The Law of Associations
- Professional Corporations and Associations
- State-Specific Corporation Law Treatises and Guides for California, Delaware, Florida, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma and Washington

Business or Corporate Forms Books
- Warren’s Forms of Agreements®
- Rabkin & Johnson, Current Legal Forms
- State-Specific Corporate Drafting Guides for Colorado, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Oklahoma and Washington

Reporters
- BNA’s Corporate Law Daily
- BNA’s Daily Report for Executives

Journals & Law Reviews
- The American Business Law Journal
- The Business Lawyer
- Columbia Business Law Review
- Delaware Journal of Corporate Law
- Journal of Corporation Law
- The Journal of Small and Emerging Business Law
- Stanford Journal of Law, Business & Finance
- Corporation Law Articles from All Law Reviews

Powerful Research System
From the beginning to the end of your legal research process, LexisNexis puts easy-to-use tools at your command, including sources you trust and special features that make online research simple and comprehensive. You’ll be surprised how easy it is to retrieve documents and browse them online. Other features let you quickly and easily find additional documents and verify that cases, decisions and statutes are still good law. If you don’t want to review documents online, it’s simple to send them to your PC, printer, fax, or e-mail address. See for yourself! Find out how LexisNexis can build a customized corporate law solution for you. Contact your LexisNexis sales representative today.
Adding a Custom Corporate Source Tab

1. Click Add/Edit Tabs in the top left corner of the source selection screen.
2. Scroll through the displayed list until Corporate appears.
3. Highlight Corporate and click Add.
4. Click Done.

A fifth tab for Corporate will now appear on your source selection screen. Just click the tab to display the full selection of corporate sources.

Here are some of the specific corporate sources you’ll find.

- Sarbanes-Oxley Corporate Reform
- Federal and state corporate cases
- New York corporate cases
- State codes, constitutions, court rules & ALS
- Martindale-Hubbell®—Model Business Corporation Act
- Delaware Journal of Corporate Law
- Delaware Corporation Law and Practice (Matthew Bender)
- Corporate Acquisitions and Mergers (Matthew Bender)
- Business Organizations with Tax Planning (Matthew Bender)
- Corporate and Commercial Practice in the Delaware Court of Chancery (Matthew Bender)
- BNA® Corporate Governance Report
- Warren’s Forms of Agreements (Matthew Bender)
- BNA Corporate Accountability & Fraud Daily
- The Business Lawyer
- BNA Securities Law Daily
- SEC Filings—full-text & abstracts
- EDGARPlus Database
- EDGAR—Online® Real Time SEC Filings
- Information on records of corporation and limited partnerships from 48 states
- Delaware Secretary of State corporation information

And much, much more
Expert analysis of corporate law issues exclusively from LexisNexis® Matthew Bender®

LexisNexis Matthew Bender is a leading provider of analytical legal research information in print, CD-ROM, and via the Internet. You’ll find authoritative, comprehensive and accurate legal information that covers every major practice area and is authored by the leading experts in the legal community. The following titles are especially relevant to corporate law practitioners:

**GENERAL CORPORATE LAW**

*Biziness Organizations with Tax Planning*  
by Zolman Cavitch

This comprehensive, in-depth analysis of business law and all relevant aspects of federal corporate taxation covers the formation and operation of all major types of business entities—corporations, partnerships, limited liability companies, and more. It features full textual treatment of every aspect of corporation law, citing statutes and case law of all jurisdictions, as well as law review articles and other secondary authorities. Also included are separate chapters on federal taxation with authoritative citations to the Internal Revenue Code, Treasury Regulations, Revenue Rulings, and other sources, as well as volumes on general and limited partnership law and limited liability companies, with appropriate federal tax analysis.

This treatise also provides concise coverage of other important areas of regulation, such as securities law, antitrust, employment discrimination, environmental law, bankruptcy, copyright law, and state taxation.

**Liability of Corporate Officers and Directors, Sixth Edition**  
by William E. Knepper, Dan A. Bailey

The definitive exploration of D&O liability, insurance, and indemnification issues from two of the nation’s leading experts. With analysis of hundreds of significant court decisions and both federal and state statutes, this leading legal reference provides practical and insightful guidance into one of the most volatile areas of corporate practice.

**Organizing Corporate and Other Business Enterprises, Sixth Edition** by Mark R. Lee, Leonard Gross

This practical guide outlines the legal and tax factors to be considered in selecting a form of business organization and provides assistance from the inception through the termination of an enterprise. Types of entities covered include individual proprietorships, general and limited partnerships, closely held corporations, not-for-profit corporations, and limited liability companies.

**Business Law Monographs**—A complete and practical “tool set” for the general business lawyer and in-house counsel composed of 38 individual volumes and authored by over 40 distinguished practitioners. This invaluable resource addresses key topics in nine legal practice areas: Antitrust, Corporate, Employment, General Business, Insurance, Intellectual Property, International, Litigation, and Securities.

The monographs combine treatise material with relevant practice aids to provide an authoritative and time-saving grounding in a particular legal issue. Included are solid
overviews and useful insights into critical legal areas, such as cyber security and corporate liability; complying with the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act; avoiding employment discrimination charges; computer law strategies; and acquiring and protecting intellectual property rights. The monograph’s practice-oriented structure combines legal overview and practice advice with checklists, sample forms and key primary sources.

DELAWARE

Delaware Corporation Law and Practice by David A. Drexler, Lewis S. Black, Jr., A. Gilchrist Sparks III

An invaluable resource not only for attorneys in Delaware, but for practitioners all over the country. Three national authorities provide in-depth, section-by-section analysis of the General Corporation Law of Delaware, not only analyzing statutory language and case law but also identifying important legal trends.

Corporate and Commercial Practice in the Delaware Court of Chancery by Donald J. Wolfe, Jr., Michael A. Pittenger.

The practitioner’s only guide to the Delaware Court of Chancery, providing invaluable practical guidance on litigation strategy and tactics. Also includes expert analysis on jurisdiction; derivative and class actions; preliminary injunctions and temporary restraining orders; summary proceedings; and equitable remedies and defenses.

CORPORATE/BUSINESS FORM PRODUCTS

Current Legal Forms with Tax Analysis by Jacob Rabkin and Mark H. Johnson, original authors; more than fifteen experienced practitioners from various areas of law, current contributors.

One of the most comprehensive sets of legal forms published; covers practically every non-litigation matter likely to cross an attorney’s desk. With thousands of forms and over 70,000 clauses supplied by leading attorneys, Current Legal Forms with Tax Analysis provides:

- Extensive coverage of commercial, real estate and general business forms, as well as treatment of more specialized practice areas such as intellectual property, domestic relations, estate planning and employment
- Techniques for the actual planning of a transaction
- Valuable guidance for drafting the necessary documents
- Essential analysis of legal and tax implications

Warren’s Forms of Agreements® by Martin D. Fern

Containing hundreds of complete forms for everyday business transactions, each chapter of Warren’s Forms of Agreements begins with a practical introduction pointing out business, legal, and tax considerations, followed by complete forms and individual clauses. Topics include organization of the firm, dispositions of businesses, dispositions of personal property, dispositions of real property, Internet agreements, credit and financing, personal services, dispute resolution, and intellectual property transactions.
STATE CORPORATE

Corporate forms sets for Colorado, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Washington.

GENERAL MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

Corporate Acquisitions and Mergers by Byron E. Fox, Eleanor M. Fox

This thorough, easy-to-use treatise to business combinations provides clear legal analysis and effective strategies for arranging transactions at the lowest tax cost; winning a takeover fight; complying with antitrust, securities and labor laws; dealing with finders and business brokers; and analyzing the cost of taking over the acquired company’s benefit plans. Key features include a thorough discussion of various acquisition methods with analysis of the legal, tax and practical implications of each, along with a full volume of the actual forms used in prominent transactions. Also included is a rich treatment of antitrust implications, including discussions of the merger regimes of the European Union, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Japan, Canada, and Australia. Major antitrust and securities source materials (U.S. and foreign) and term glossaries are included as appendices.

Franchising by Gladys Glickman

Franchising provides a unified picture of the legal, business, and tax considerations of franchising. Practical expert analysis and advice are paired with the text of federal special industry laws; the text of state franchising and business opportunities statutes, regulations, and forms; and summaries of state special industry laws.

The Law of Associations by George D. Webster, Hugh K. Webster

This treatise covers the nature of associations, association operation, association lobbying, antitrust and employment law issues, ethical dilemmas, federal tax aspects of association activities, statistical reporting, and other legal and related problems of associations.

Antitrust Strategies for Mergers, Acquisitions, Joint Ventures, and Strategic Alliances by Caswell O. Hobbs and Robert S. Schlossberg

This guide provides strategic and practical advice on the antitrust aspects of business combinations. This compact deskbook encompasses major aspects of mergers and acquisitions, including antitrust issues, federal merger guidelines, particular types of mergers and collaborations, pre-merger notification, antitrust review, and global merger enforcement.

SPECIFIC BUSINESS ARRANGEMENTS

Franchising

Franchising provides a unified picture of the legal, business, and tax considerations of franchising. Practical expert analysis and advice are paired with the text of federal special industry laws; the text of state franchising and business opportunities statutes, regulations, and forms; and summaries of state special industry laws.

The Law of Associations

This treatise covers the nature of associations, association operation, association lobbying, antitrust and employment law issues, ethical dilemmas, federal tax aspects of association activities, statistical reporting, and other legal and related problems of associations.

Professional Corporations and Associations

This treatise provides authoritative guidance on forming, operating and changing ownership of a professional corporation or association. It includes extensive analysis, forms, checklists and appendices with sample plans, as well as many relevant primary sources.
Organization, Authority, Existence

Key Sources
- Combined Corporation and Limited Partnership Information
- Combined Fictitious Business Name Information
- Delaware Secretary of State Filings
- Directory of Corporate Affiliations

“Doing Business As” Information

PATH: Public Records > Public Records > Business & Corporation Information > Combined Fictitious Business Name Information
SEARCH:*  abc widgets

The Fictitious Business Names file contains “Doing Business As” name filings or assumed business name filings that have been registered with the Office of the County Clerk or other recording offices from all 50 states and the District of Columbia. One quick search in ALLDBA looks through 3.5 million d/b/a records online to tell you if “ABC Widgets” has filed any d/b/as or fictitious names.

Delaware Secretary of State Filings

PATH: Public Records > Public Records > Business & Corporation Information > Corporation & Partnership Registrations by State > DE Secretary of State

The records contain information on all active and inactive corporations that are registered and online with each state’s Secretary of State. You’ll find the registered name of the company, its address, phone number, and the name of the registered agent.

States in Which Company is Qualified to do Business

PATH: Public Records > Combined Corporation and Limited Partnership Information
SEARCH:*  name (abc widgets)

OR

PATH: Public Records > Public Records > Business & Corporation Information > Corporation & Partnership Registrations by State > select individual state filings
SEARCH:*  name (abc widgets)

*Examples are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only
Officer and Directors List

**PATH:** News & Business > Directory of Corporate Affiliations

**SEARCH:** company (abc widgets)

**OR**

**PATH:** News & Business > Company & Financial > Company Directors & Executives > Executive Affiliations

**SEARCH:** ray w/5 widget

The Directory of Corporation Affiliations contains profile information and corporate linkage to the sixth level for more than 114,000 public and private companies (including more than 15,000 parent companies worldwide). The reports include a listing of key executives and directors.

Dun & Bradstreet’s Executive Affiliations contains information on individuals associated with more than one corporation. The records include data such as: company, address, country, executive names, titles, and position held, making it especially useful for determining conflicts of interest.

**Assets/Real Property**

**Key Sources**

- Deed Transfers, Tax Assessor Records and Mortgage Records
- Motor Vehicle Registrations
- Boat Registrations
- Aircraft Registrations
- Stock Ownership
- UCC Lien Filings

**Property Ownership—All States**

**PATH:** Public Records > Combined Deed Transfers, Tax Assessor Records and Mortgage Records

**SEARCH:** smith brothers

**Property Records—Individual States**

**PATH:** Public Records > People, Business and Asset Locators > Real Property Locator > Combined, Deed Transfers & Tax Assessor Records by State > Select Individual State

**SEARCH:** smith brothers

The Tax Assessor, Deed Transfer, and Mortgage Records materials represent the most comprehensive and powerful assets and people locator yet on the LexisNexis services. Use the records to determine if a company owns any real estate.

**Property Records—Individual Counties**

**PATH:** Public Records > People, Business & Asset Locators > Real Property Locator > Tax Assessor Records > Select individual county

**SEARCH:** smith brothers

*Examples are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only*
Motor Vehicle Registrations

PATH: Public Records > All Motor Vehicle Registrations

SEARCH:* smith brothers

The All Motor Vehicle registration materials currently contain information on individuals, corporations, or other organizations who have registered or titled motor vehicles with any of 32 states. The individual states are searchable as well. Use these records along with the boat and aircraft registrations to determine liquid assets owned by a corporation.

Boat Registrations

PATH: Public Records > People, Business & Asset Locators > Personal Property Locator > Boat Registrations > Combined State Boat Registrations and U.S. Coast Guard

SEARCH:* smith brothers

The U.S. Boat file contains merchant and recreational vessel registration information maintained by the United States Coast Guard. You can also find information on individual state boat registrations.

Aircraft Registrations

PATH: Public Records > People, Business & Asset Locators > Personal Property Locator > Aircraft Registrations > Federal Aviation Administration Aircraft Registrations

SEARCH:* smith brothers

The Aircraft materials contain United States Aircraft registrations from the Federal Aviation Administration for the entire United States.

Stock Ownership

PATH: Public Records > Public Records > Personal Property Locator > Stock Information > Stock Ownership

SEARCH:* smith brothers

The stock ownership file includes records obtained from the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC). It contains abstracts of Forms 3, 4, and 144 filed with the SEC. This collection of information may be used to view the change in ownership of public company insiders and investors.

Liens or Judgments Against Real Property


SEARCH:* floodplain properties

PATH: Public Records > Public Records > Uniform Commercial Code Filings > Select individual state filings

SEARCH:* floodplain properties

PATH: Public Records > Public Records > Judgments & Liens > Combined Judgments & Liens > Combined Judgment and Lien Filings

SEARCH:* floodplain properties

PATH: Public Records > Public Records > Judgments & Liens > Combined Judgments & Liens > Individual State Judgment and Lien Filings

SEARCH:* floodplain properties

*Examples are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only
Capital Structure, Ownership, Financials

Key Sources
- Directory of Corporate Affiliations
- Stock ownership reports
- EDGARPlus Database
- Disclosure Online Database
- Federal and state cases
- Civil Filings
- Judgment and Lien Filings
- Agency reports
- Bankruptcy Filings
- Jury verdicts and settlements

Financial Data
To find SEC filings for a specific company, including Form 10-Ks, Form 10-Qs, Form 20-Fs, etc.:  
PATH: Legal > Area of Law by Topic > Corporate > EDGARPlus Database  
SEARCH:* company (acme products)

To find a comprehensive business and financial profile of a company:  
SEARCH:* company (acme products)

Disclosure Online Database utilizes more than a dozen different sources when compiling a company record. Disclosure relies on SEC filing documents for most of its sources. Use the information to analyze a company’s financial strengths and weaknesses, as well as company trends and future directions.

*Examples are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only
Litigation/Regulatory Compliance

Key Sources

- Federal and State Case Law
- Civil Filings
- Judgment and Lien Filings
- OSHA Inspection Reports
- EPA Civil Enforcement Docket
- Bankruptcy Filings
- Jury Verdicts and Settlements
- Environmental Site Records

Federal and State Case Law Involving the Company

PATH: Legal > Area of Law—By Topic > Corporate > Cases > Corporate Cases, Federal & State
SEARCH:* name (gearloose gadgets)

Cases within the Last Year

PATH: Legal > Cases—U.S. > Most Recent Year Federal and State Cases, Combined
SEARCH:* name (gearloose gadgets)

The combined Federal and State Case materials let you search all available federal and state courts with one search. It offers a quick and efficient means of checking for prior litigation. If you are interested only in recent litigation, the Most Recent Year Federal and State Cases provide a more cost-effective solution.

Pending or Recently Filed State Litigation

PATH: Public Records > Public Records > Civil & Criminal Court Filings and Regulatory Actions > Combined State Civil Filings
SEARCH:* gearloose gadgets

The FILING materials give you access to information on civil suits filed in selected jurisdictions for the states covered. You can quickly determine if a company or individual is currently involved in civil litigation.

Judgments Against the Company

PATH: Public Records > Public Records > Judgments & Liens > Combined Judgments & Liens > Combined Judgment & Lien Filings
SEARCH:* gearloose gadgets

PATH: Public Records > Public Records > Judgments & Liens > Combined Judgments & Liens > Select individual state filing
SEARCH:* gearloose gadgets

The Judgment and Lien materials provide the debtor name, creditor name, case or lien number filing and release dates, and the liability amount.

OSHA Inspection Reports

PATH: Public Records > Public Records > Civil & Criminal Court Filings and Regulatory Actions > Occupational Safety and Health Administration Inspection Reports
SEARCH:* gearloose gadgets

*Examples are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only
The OSHA Inspection Reports contain reports from both state and federal OSHA offices and include names and addresses of businesses inspected, violations and penalties assessed, inspection date and more. You can quickly determine if the company has a history of accidents or violations.

**EPA Cases**

**PATH:** Public Records > Public Records > Civil & Criminal Court Filings and Regulatory Actions > EPA Civil Enforcement Docket

**SEARCH:** gearloose gadgets

The EPA Docket materials include information on all civil cases filed by the Department of Justice on behalf of the EPA for permit violations. You can see if the company has violated EPA regulations, including figures on how many toxins the company can legally release, the date permits will expire, and more.

**Bankruptcy Filings**

**PATH:** Legal > Bankruptcy > Combined Bankruptcy Filings

**SEARCH:** gearloose gadgets

The bankruptcy filing materials contain the petitioner name(s) and address(es), filing number, chapter, filing date, status information, assets/liabilities (estimates provided by petitioner).

**Verdicts or Settlements Involving the Company**

**PATH:** Public Records > Public Records > Jury Verdicts & Experts > Jury Verdicts and Settlements, Combined

**SEARCH:** gearloose gadgets

The verdicts and settlement materials provide descriptive information on selected federal and state cases. The information is particularly useful for finding settlement information that is not normally reported.

**Federal and State Environmental Site Reports**

**PATH:** Legal > Environment > Environmental Site Records, Federal and State

**SEARCH:** gearloose gadgets

LexisNexis® CourtLink® Strategic Profiles

Gain insight into a public company’s litigation history, federal litigation trends, or an attorney’s experience on a particular type of suit.

CourtLink® searches the most in-depth historical online database of federal civil court records covering 10 to 20 years of cases to pinpoint relevant information and deliver a Strategic Profile with easy-to-read graphs, data charts, and facts that allow you to identify trends, opportunities, and risks.

*Examples are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only*
**Material Contracts/Commitments**

**Key Sources**
- SEC Exhibits
- Judgment and Lien Filings
- UCC Filings
- Patents and Trademarks

**Material Contracts**

**PATH:** Area of Law—By Topic > Corporate > Filings > SEC Exhibits > Exhibit 10. Material Contracts

**SEARCH:** company (sunshine solar)

**Recent Judgments or Settlements**

**PATH:** Public Records > Public Records > Judgments & Liens > Combined Judgments & Liens > Combined Judgment and Lien Filings

**SEARCH:** sunshine solar

**PATH:** Public Records > Public Records > Jury Verdicts & Experts > Combined Jury Verdicts and Settlements

**SEARCH:** sunshine solar

**PATH:** Public Records > Public Records > Jury Verdicts & Experts > State Jury Verdicts & Settlements > Select individual state

**SEARCH:** sunshine solar

**Secured Loans/UCC Financing**

**PATH:** Public Records > Public Records > Uniform Commercial Code Filings > Combined Uniform Commercial Code Liens Filings

**SEARCH:** sunshine solar

**PATH:** Public Records > Public Records > Uniform Commercial Code Filings > Select individual state filings

**SEARCH:** sunshine solar

**Intellectual Property Rights Owned By or Licensed To the Company**

**PATH:** Legal > Patent Law > Utility, Design and Plant Patents

**SEARCH:** sunshine solar

**PATH:** Legal > Area of Law—By Topic > Trademarks > Combined Federal & State Trademarks

**SEARCH:** all-own-assign (sunshine solar)

**Patent and Trademark Licensing Agreements (if public company)**

**PATH:** Area of Law—By Topic > Corporate > Filings > SEC Exhibits > Exhibit 10. Material Contracts

**SEARCH:** company (sunshine solar) AND patent OR trademark Pre/3 license OR agree!

*Examples are fictitious and used for illustrative purposes only*
With Mealey’s content on the LexisNexis services, you can complete a search of our case summaries, news articles, documents, and commentaries all in one place. Here are some quick tips to help you complete a Mealey’s search on www.lexis.com:

**Search Individual Mealey’s Reports**
1. Click the Legal tab.
2. Under the Secondary Legal folder, click on Mealey Publications.
3. For a more targeted search, choose one of Mealey’s individual Litigation Reports. You can search by topic, case title, even an attorney name.
4. A list of articles and/or commentaries will come up relating to your search term. To locate a court document, click on the actual article to see if an accompanying document is available. Click on the document link and a PDF version of the document will appear.

**Signing On**
1. Establish an Internet connection and enter the following address: www.lexis.com.
2. Type your LexisNexis ID and password (your last name) and click Sign On.

**Search All Mealey Publications**
1. Click the Legal tab.
2. Under the Secondary Legal folder, click on Mealey Publications.
3. Click on All Mealey Publications to search more than 50 of our Litigation Reports by entering a key word or a case name.
4. A list of articles and/or commentaries will come up relating to your search term. To locate a court document, click on the actual article to see if an accompanying document is available. Click on the document link and a PDF version of the document will appear.
Corporate Sources

Online Sources

Corporate Governance
Corporate Governance Report: Mealey’s Sarbanes-Oxley Corporate Reform

Coming Soon—
Sarbanes-Oxley Special Topics: SRO Essentials, and
Sarbanes-Oxley Special Topics: Compensation Committee Essentials

Cases
Corporate Cases, Federal and State
Corporate Cases States
Corporate Cases From the Highest Courts All States, All
DE State and Federal Corporate Cases
Individual State Courts

Statutes & Legislative Materials
State Codes, Constitutions, Court Rules & ALS, Combined
State Bill Tracking—Current Session
Martindale-Hubbell—Model Business Corporation Act

Law Reviews & Journals
Columbia Business Law Review
Delaware Journal of Corporate Law
Fordham Journal of Corporate & Financial Law

Treatises & Analytical Materials
Kansas Corporation Law & Practice
North Carolina Unfair Business Practice
Not for Profit Corporations in Florida
Securities Regulation, Third Edition—Estate of Louis Loss and Joel Seligman

BNA
BNA Corporate Accountability & Fraud Daily
BNA Corporate Accountability Report
BNA Corporate Counsel Weekly
BNA Corporate Governance Report
BNA Corporate Law Publications
BNA Corporate Practice Series Portfolios—All
BNA Corporate Practice Portfolios: Antitrust and Trade Regulation
BNA Corporate Practice Portfolios: Selected State Corporate Laws
BNA Corporate Practice Portfolios: Corporate and Securities
BNA Corporate Practice Portfolios: Corporate Political Activity
BNA Corporate Practice Series: Delaware Corporation Law
BNA Corporate Practice Portfolios: Environment
BNA Corporate Practice Portfolios: Form of Business
BNA Corporate Practice Portfolios: Intellectual Property
BNA Corporate Practice Portfolios: Labor and Employment
BNA Mergers & Acquisitions Law Report

Elsevier Science
Industrial Marketing Management
International Review of Law and Economics
Journal of Business Research
Journal of Business Venturing
Technological Forecasting and Social Change
Matthew Bender

Coming Soon—
- Corporate Governance: Law and Compliance
- Antitrust Strategies for Mergers, Acquisitions, Joint Ventures, and Strategic Alliances
- Attorney’s Handbook of Accounting, Auditing & Financial Reporting
- Ballentine and Sterling California Corporation Laws
- Blue Sky Regulation
- Business Crime
- Business Crime Commentary
- Business Law Monographs
- Business Organizations with Tax Planning
- Business Torts
- California Small Business Guide: Formation, Operation, and Taxation
- Collier Business Workout Guide
- Colorado Business Organization Forms
- Commercial and Consumer Warranties—Drafting, Performing & Litigating
- Commercial Law and Practice Guide
- Computer Contracts
- Corporate Acquisitions and Mergers
- Corporate and Commercial Practice in the Delaware Court of Chancery
- Rabkin & Johnson Current Legal Forms with Tax Analysis
- Delaware Corporate Forms Library
- Delaware Corporation Law and Practice
- Depreciation Handbook
- Federal Income Taxation of Corporations—Filing Consolidated Returns
- Federal Securities Act of 1933
- Handbook for Internal Auditors
- International Franchising Law
- Investment Advisers: Law and Compliance
- Liability of Corporate Officers and Directors
- Massachusetts Corporate Forms
- Massachusetts Corporation Law with Federal Tax Analysis
- Matthew Bender Key Forms & Agreements (available in Corporate Counsel topic)
- Michigan Corporation Law
- Michigan Corporate Forms
- Missouri Corporate Forms
- New Jersey Business Corporations
- New York Practice Guide: Business and Commercial
- Ohio Corporation Law with Federal Tax Analysis
- Organizing Corporate and Other Business Enterprises
- Planning Tax-Exempt Organizations
- Practice Under the California Securities Laws
- Professional Corporations & Associations
- Regulation of Investment Companies
- Securities Law Techniques
- Securities Primary Law Sourcebook
- Tax Controversies: Audits, Investigations, Trials
- Tax Havens of the World
- Tax Planning for Corporations and Shareholders
- Tax Planning for Corporations and Shareholders-Forms
- Tax Planning for S Corporations
- Taxation of Executive Compensation: Planning and Practice
- Taxation of Securities Transactions
- Warren’s Forms of Agreements
- Washington Corporate Forms
- Washington Corporate Law Corporations and LLCs
- White, New York Corporations

Practising Law Institute

- Condominium and Co-op Closings
- Corporate Legal Departments
- Directors’ and Officers’ Liability
- Doing Business Under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
- Structured Finance: A Guide to the Principles of Asset Securitization
Legal News
Institute of Management & Administration (IOMA)
The Business Lawyer
Accounting Office Management & Administration Report
Compensation & Benefits for Law Offices
Contractor’s Business Management Report
Controller’s Report
Corporate Counsel Magazine
Corporate Legal Times
Corporate Strategy Today
D & O Advisor
DC Plan Investing
Design Firm Management & Administration Report
Human Resource Department Management Report
Inventory Management Report
Investors Responsibility Research Pubs
Journal of Empirical Finance
Journal of Financial Markets
Law Office Management & Administration Report
Managing 401(k) Plans
Managing Accounts Payable
Managing Credit Receivables
Managing Exports
Pacific Basin Finance Journal
Partner’s Report for CPA Firm Owners
Pay for Performance Report
Preview of United States Supreme Court Cases
Principal’s Report
Report on Customer Relationship Management
Report on Salary Surveys
Supplier Selection & Management Report

Legal Reference Materials
Legal Dictionaries Combined
Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory—Corporation Law Listings

Filings
EDGAR Online Real Time SEC Filings
SEC Filings—Full-Text and Abstracts
Form 4
Form 144
EDGARPlus Database
SEC Online Database
SEC Filings—Full-Text Only
SEC Form 10-K
SEC Proxy Statements
SEC Annual Report to Shareholders
SEC Form 10-Q
SEC Form 20-F
SEC Form 8K
SEC Prospectuses
SEC Registration Statements
SEC Williams Act Filings
SEC EDGARPlus Exhibits
Exhibit 1. Underwriting Agreement
Exhibit 2. Acquisition & Reorganization Plans
Exhibit 3. Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws
Exhibit 4. Instruments Defining the Rights of Security Holders
Exhibit 5. Opinion re Legality
Exhibit 6. Opinion re Discount on Capital Shares
Exhibit 7. Opinion re Liquidation Preference
Exhibit 8. Opinion re Tax Matters
Exhibit 9. Voting Trust Agreement
Exhibit 10. Material Contracts
Exhibit 11. Statement re Computation of Per Share Earnings
Exhibit 12. Statements re Computation of Ratios
Exhibit 13. Annual Report to Security Holders
Exhibit 14. Material Foreign Patents
Exhibit 15. Letter re Unaudited Interim Financial Information
Exhibit 16. Letter re Change in Certifying Accountant
Exhibit 17. Letter re Director Resignation
Exhibit 18. Letter re Change in Accounting Principles
Exhibit 19. Reports Furnished to Security Holders
Exhibit 20. Other Documents of Statement to Security Holders
Exhibit 21. Subsidiaries of the Registrant
Exhibit 22. Published Report Regarding Matters Submitted to Vote of Security Holders
Exhibit 23. Consents of Experts and Counsel
Exhibit 24. Power of Attorney
Exhibit 25. Statement of Eligibility of Trustee
Exhibit 26. Invitations for Competitive Bids
Exhibit 27. Financial Data Schedule
Exhibit 28. Information from Reports Furnished to State Insurance Regulatory Authorities
Exhibit 99. Additional Exhibits

Company & Financial Information (except SEC filings)
Corporate Annual Reports—Financial Statements Only
Disclosure Online Database—U.S. Public Company Profiles
Market Guide Company Profiles
Market Guide Group File
Market Guide Industry Aggregates
Market Guide Insider Trading
Media General—Canadian Database
Media General—International Database
Media General—U.S. Database
ProfitCents Analyst Reports
Worldscope-International Company Profiles

Public Records
Combined Corporate and Business Information
AL Corporate and Business Information
CA Corporate and Business Information
DC Corporate and Business Information
FL Corporate and Business Information
IL Corporate and Business Information
ME Corporate and Business Information
MD Corporate and Business Information
NY Corporate and Business Information
PA Corporate and Business Information
TX Corporate and Business Information
VA Corporate and Business Information
Franchise Index
Corporation and Limited Partnership Information for Individual States
Fictitious Business Name Information for Individual States
CA Business Locator
TX Business Locator
CA Contractor’s State License Board Information

Clauses
Lexis® Clause Library—Corporate Law
Lexis Clause Library—Trademark Law
Offline Sources

Advising Minnesota Corporations and Other Business Organizations by Richard A. Saliterman
Anderson’s 2004 Ohio Corporation Law Handbook by Matthew Bender Editorial Staff
Anderson’s Ohio Business Entities Handbook, 2004 Ed. by Anderson Publishing Staff
Anderson’s Ohio Close Corporation, 2nd Ed. by William R. Jacobs
Anderson’s Ohio Corporation Law by Julie C. Shifman
Anderson’s Ohio 2004 Corporation Law Handbook by Anderson Publishing Staff
Anderson’s Ohio Creditor’s Rights by James P. Botti
Anderson’s Ohio Investment Adviser Manual by Thomas E. Geyer
Anderson’s Ohio Securities Law and Practice Handbook by Howard M. Friedman
Anderson’s Ohio Securities Law and Practice 2nd Ed. by Howard M. Friedman
Arkansas Corporations, Partnerships and Associations Law Annotated, 1997 – 98 Edition by The Publisher’s Editorial Staff
Ballantine & Sterling, California Corporation Laws by Bradbury Clark, Editor
Basic Accounting Principles for Lawyers: With Present Value and Expected Value, 1996 by C. Steven Bradford, Cline Williams, Gary Adna Ames
Basic Corporate/Shareholder Taxation, 1996 by William J. Brown
Business Litigation In Florida with CD-ROM (The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education Publication)
Business and Finance Online Research—One Week
California Corporate and Securities Practice (CD-ROM)
Cases and Materials on Corporations, 1999 by Thomas R. Hurst, William A. Gregory
Corporate Acquisitions and Mergers (CD-ROM)
Corporate Governance by Douglas M. Branson
Corporate Law Anthology, 1997 by Franklin A. Gevurtz
Corporate and Commercial Practice in the Delaware Court of Chancery by Donald J. Wolfe, Jr., Michael A. Pittenger
Corporate and White Collar Crime: An Anthology, 1995 by Leonard Orland
Creditors And Debtors Practice In Florida (The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education Publication) by The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education
Defense Law Journal
Delaware Corporation Law and Practice by David A. Drexler, Lewis S. Black Jr., A. Gilchrist Sparks III
Delaware Corporation Laws Annotated Special Legislative Supplement 2003 Edition by Publisher’s Editorial Staff
Delaware Corporation Laws Annotated, 2003 – 2004 Edition w/CD by the Publisher’s Editorial Staff
Delaware Uniform Commercial Code Annotated, 2003 – 2004 by the Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Florida Corporate Practice with CD-ROM (The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education Publication) by The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education

Florida Corporations Manual by Michael W. Gordon

Florida Small Business Practice (4th Ed. 1999) (The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education Publication) by The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education

Fox & Fox: Corporate Acquisitions and Mergers by Byron E. Fox, Eleanor M. Fox


Georgia Corporation and Limited Liability Laws, 2003 Edition by The Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Goolsby on Virginia Corporations with Forms by Allen C. Goolsby

Illinois Corporate and Business Forms with Practice Commentary by Thomas N. Jersild

International Corporate Procedures by Various Authors, Co-published with Jordans, Bristol, England

Kansas Corporation Law & Practice, Fourth Edition by Steven A. Ramirez, Editor

Kansas Corporation Law & Practice, Fourth Edition (KBA members only) by Steven A. Ramirez, Editor

Kentucky Business Organizations Laws and Rules Annotated with CD-ROM, 2002 – 2003 Edition by The Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Laws of Virginia Related to the State Corporation Commission, Corporations, Limited Liability Companies, Partnerships & Limited Partnerships, 2003 Edition by Publisher’s Editorial Staff


Leyes Y Reglamentos de Corporaciones Anotadas, 1999 Edition by The Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Liability of Corporate Officers and Directors, Seventh Edition by William E. Knepper, Dan A. Bailey

Limited Liability Companies with CD-ROM by Edwin W. Hecker, Jr., Stanley N. Woodworth, and Angela M. Ford

Limited Liability Companies with CD-ROM (KBA members only) by Edwin W. Hecker, Jr., Stanley N. Woodworth, and Angela M. Ford

Massachusetts Corporate Forms, Revised Edition (includes companion diskette) by Michael J. Bohnen, Dana C. Coggins

Massachusetts Corporation Law (CD-ROM)

Massachusetts Corporations and Other Business Entities, Second Edition by Douglas A. Muir

Mealey’s Corporate Governance Report

Michigan Corporate Forms by Charles W. Borgsdorf

Michigan Corporation Law (CD-ROM)

Michigan Corporation Law With Federal Tax Analysis by Charles W. Borgsdorf, Matthew P. Cavitch, Zolman Cavitch; Robert M. Schmidt (original author)

Mississippi Business Organizations Laws Annotated, 2002 Edition by The Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Missouri Corporate Forms by Charles F. Myers, Edward M. Dolson


New York Corporation Law (Whitebook)—2003 Edition
Ohio Corporation Law With Federal Tax Analysis by Zolman Cavitch and Matthew P. Cavitch
Ohio Transaction Guide—Legal Forms by Cavitch, Familo, Durkin & Frutkin, L.P.A.
Oklahoma Corporate Forms (book & diskette) by Randall D. Mock, James H. Holloman, Jr.
Oklahoma Corporate Forms (book only) by Randall D. Mock, James H. Holloman, Jr.
Parker’s California Corporations Code, 2003 Edition w/CD-ROM
Parker’s 2001 California Corporation Code, Advance Legislative Service, 2001 Edition by The Publishers Editorial Staff
Practice Under the California Corporate Securities Laws by Harold W. Marsh, Robert H. Volk
Professional Corporations and Associations by Berrien C. Eaton Jr.
Professional Corporations and Associations (CD-ROM)
Rhode Island Corporation Laws Annotated, 2002 Edition by Publisher’s Editorial Staff
Robinson on North Carolina Corporation Law, Seventh Edition by Russell M. Robinson II
Sarbanes-Oxley Special Topics: Audit Committee Essentials by David C. Fischer
Tax Planning for Corporation and Shareholders: Treatise and Forms (CD-ROM)
Tax Planning for Corporations and Shareholders: Forms by Zolman Cavitch, AB, JD, Matthew P. Cavitch, AB, JD
Tax Planning for S Corporations by Richard B. Robinson, JD, LLM, Arthur A. Weiss, JD, LLM
Tennessee Corporations, Partnerships and Associations Law Annotated and Tennessee Secured Transactions and Related Laws and Rules Annotated Combo by The Publisher’s Editorial Staff
Tennessee Corporations, Partnerships and Associations Law Annotated, 2002 Edition, including Guide to Forms and CD-ROM by The Publisher’s Editorial Staff
The Law of Associations: An Operating Legal Manual for Executives and Counsel by George D. Webster, Hugh K. Webster
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 with Analysis by various experts
Understanding Corporate Law, 1999 by Arthur R. Pinto, Douglas M. Branson
Understanding Corporate Taxation, 2002 by Leandra Lederman
Unincorporated Business Entities, 2nd Ed, 2000 by Larry E. Ribstein, United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Rhode Island: Local Bankruptcy Rules and Forms
Utah Corporation and Business Law Manual, 2003 Edition by Publisher’s Editorial Staff
Washington Corporate Law: Corporations and LLCs by Stewart M. Landefeld, Barry M. Kaplan, Steven R. Yentzer
West Virginia Corporation Laws Annotated, 2002 Edition
White, New York Corporations by Isidore Kantrowitz, Sol Slutsky, David L. Ratner, Bert Prunty, Zolman Cavitch